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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this section we will cover some of the beamforming concepts, design tools, hardware and software. All these topics are relevant to the Real-time Beamforming demos available from TI for the K2G and C5517 platforms.



What is acoustic beamforming? 
• Signal processing algorithm used to “listen” to an audio source in a noisy environment 

• Primary purpose is to eliminate undesired audio and noise 

• Based on the concepts first developed for radar, sonar, and electronic warfare 

• Applications: Noise Reduction SNR improvement & Acoustic echo cancelling 
 Voice communication 
 Speech recognition 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Acoustic beamforming is a technique employed in audio systems in order to weed out unwanted sound sources and “listen” to the source that is of importance to the system.The concepts of beamforming have their origins in military applications such as radar.Today we see beam forming in audio applications such as the famous Amazon Echo and conference call systems.The picture you see on the far right is that of an array that can be mounted on the ceiling of a conference room, to help capture audio from anywhere in the room during meetings.Beamforming is also creeping into other consumer appliances such as thermostats as well.



What is acoustic beamforming? 
Audio physics of the beamformer (Delay-Sum) 
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http://www.labbookpages.co.uk/audio/beamforming/delaySum.html  

• Sound source wave fronts reach the mics at 
varying phases. The outputs of the array are phase 
shifted to form directional virtual microphones.  
 

• These outputs are fed into the delay stage of the 
beamformer to re-align the phases. 
 

• Audio source from the undesired directions are 
attenuated. 
 

• Set of coefficients in the delay stage “steers” the  
BF to the desired direction and form a virtual 
microphone covering that angle. 
 

• Depending on the direction of the sound source, 
the Beamforming algorithm (MSS) chooses the 
virtual mic with the highest energy. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The physics of beamforming aren’t all that complicated to understand. If you have some basic understanding of how audio wave fronts behave, it should make a lot of sense.A typical Beam Former consists of a mic array, a steering delay stage, and a summation stage. Wave fronts that approach an array will hit each mic at varying times with very minute differences in arrival times. The trick in a beam former is to take these very minuscule time deltas and phase shifts into consideration, and align them to provide a signal with the highest energy. By just focusing on 1 specific angle, you can ignore sound from other angles. The key here are the beamforming coefficients that are configured in the code for each virtual mic angle. Depending on the number of physical mics and array geometry of the design, these values can be manipulated as desired.The output of the beamformer can be fed into a multi-source selection module that will choose the virtual microphone with the highest energy. This chosen microphone can then be put into a voice recognition engine, piped to the internet or fed into some other audio processing algorithm.In order to help get started with the design and implementation of a microphone array, lets take a closer look at some of the design tools available.

http://www.labbookpages.co.uk/audio/beamforming/delaySum.html
http://www.labbookpages.co.uk/audio/beamforming/delaySum.html


Mic array design GUI 
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Design tools 
Located in the AER package at: 
C:\ti\aer_c55l_cpuv3.3_obj_17_0_0_0\tools\bf_tool\bfgui.exe 
• Sampling Rate: 8kHz and 16kHz. 

• # Mics: The number of microphones in the array 

• Mic Distance: The distance between the microphone elements 
in cm 

• BF Angle: The steering angle of the beamformer in degrees. 

• Geometry: The supported microphone array geometries are: 

0: 1-D linear array 

1: 2-D cross array 

2: 2-D rectangular array 

3: 2-D circular array 

• Contour Levels: The levels in dB used for the contour plot 

• Polar Frequency: The frequency in Hz for the polar plot. The 
default is 1000Hz 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TI provides a design GUI to help generate the Beam Former coefficients depending on the array design. The GUI is part of the AER  package and can be found at the path in the slide. A link to the AER package download is provided at the end of this presentation.The tool currently supports 8 or 16 KHz audio sampling rate. You can specify the number of microphones with the default being 4. There must be at least 2 microphones in array. And for a rectangular geometry, the mic number must be 4.The supported geometries are linear, cross, rectangular or circular.The contour and polar frequency fields are parameters you can specify for the frequency response graph that would be generated when you hit the design button on the tool.If you hit the design and save button, a text file containing the coefficients will be saved locally which can then be copied into your source code. We will look at how to use these coefficients next.



Beamforming coefficients 
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What do you do with the BF coefficients generated by the BF tool? 

It is embedded in the code as seen below. 

Design tools 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once the Beamforming GUI has generated the needed coefficients what do you do with them?They will need to be inserted into the file sysbfflt.c in the example code.There are macros in the code depending on the number of microphones being used, so ensure that the coefficients are inserted into the right area.Lets switch gears now to discuss the hardware used in the voice processing collateral.



Circular Microphone Board (CMB) 
• Features 7 microphones around periphery and center (reference) mic. 

Knowles SPH1642HT5H-1 mic. 

• 8 microphones feed 2 x PCM1864 Audio ADC 
4 channels, 103dB SNR, programmable gain control 

• I2S communication to the DSP 

• 4-mic Linear Microphone Board (LMB) is also in the works. 

• 3D Printer .STL file available for stand-off. 

• With K2G EVM: 
All 8 microphones provided to DSP for processing 

• With C5517 EVM: 
2,4,6 microphone inputs from CMB to DSP 

• Limitation on I2S lines (3) 
• CMB geometry (non-equidistant) 

• With C6747 EVM: 
All 8 microphones provided to DSP for processing 

Center 
(Reference) Mic 

Hardware 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The circular mic board or CMB is a 8 mic  circular array with 7 mics on the periphery and 1 center reference mic. It is designed with Knowles analog mics. Digital mics can also be used in a design if desired.The mics feed into 2 PCM1864 ADCs on the underside of the array which output audio using the I2S protocol. These I2S lines can be interfaced to the DSP as seen fit.There is a 4 mic linear version called a Linear Mic Board or LMB in the works, and should be available shortly. This would be ideal for solutions that require less mics especially on the C5517.We also have a .STL 3d printer file so that anyone can 3D print a small stand-off for the CMB PCB. This provides a nice, stable platform for the CMB when doing the audio preprocessing demos.The 3 prong approach to the voice preprocessing collateral development has been to enable this on K2G, C5517 and C674x. The TI designs for K2G and C5517 are due to be released soon with C674x to follow.The C5517 is limited to only 6 mics as there are only 3 I2S lines available on this device. This would still suffice for a lot of applications since C55x devices are targeted for smaller solutions.



Audio preprocessing demo flow 

8-mic CMB 

Hardware 

I2S 

K2G or C5517 EVM 

Headphones 

Audacity® audio editing software: 
Split the left and right channels to listen to 
clean and unclean audio. 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The TI designs being developed are created around a demo as illustrated here. The audio inputs are taken into either a K2G or C5517 evm from the CMB or LMB.The audio is then processed using the various algorithms such as Beam forming, ASNR and MSS. The output of the MSS which contains the signal with the highest energy, is sent to be output through the headphone jack on the EVM. Clean audio which has gone through processing can be heard on the Left ear. Unclean raw audio from the center reference mic is fed into the Right headphone. This provides a great way for customers to distinguish the impact of processing on the audio signal.The best way to analyze the audio is to connect the headphone output via line-in to a PC. Software such as Adobe Audition or Audacity can now be used to better analyze the audio quality.



Hardware 
K2G EVM connections to the CMB (8 mics) 
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Header/Pin 

K2G EVM 

Pin 

GND JP1 - 100 

JP1 - 10 3.3V 

JP1 - 97 

JP1 - 98 
JP1 - 33 
JP1 - 41  

JP1 - 29  

JP1 - 36 
JP1 - 47 

JP1 -  40 

I2C SCL 

I2C SDA 

Bit Clock 

Frame Clock 
Data 1 

 Data 2 

Data 3 

Data 4 

JP1 -  48 MCLK 

CMB Jumper Settings 
 

J3   – ON 
J10 – ON 
J11 – ON 
J8 (Pins 1&2) – ON 
J8 (Pins 3&4) – OFF 
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CMB 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are the connection details between the K2G EVM and the Circular mic board. Please pay close attention to the jumper settings underneath the CMB. It is a tight fit to squeeze in the cables, so also pay close attention to ensure wires aren’t crossed.



Hardware 
C5517 EVM connections to the CMB (6 mics) 
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Header/Pin 

C5517 EVM 

Pin 

GND J10 - 5 

J10 - 9 3.3V 

J14 - 16 

J14 - 20 
J27 - 3 
J27 - 4  
J30 - 2  

J31 - 2 
J31 - 3 

J31 - 1 

I2C SCL 

I2C SDA 
Bit Clock 

Frame Clock 
Data 1 

Frame Clock 
Bit Clock 

Data 3 

J30_Pin1_Pin3 (jumper on) 

J29_Pin1_Pin3 (jumper on) 
J29_Pin2_Pin4 (jumper on) 

UART_EN (no jumper) 

CMB Jumper Settings 
 
J3   – ON 
J10 – ON 
J11 – ON 
J8 (Pins 1&2) – ON 
J8 (Pins 3&4) – OFF 
 

J27 - 1 Bit Clock 

J27 - 2 Frame Clock 

J28 - 2 Data 2 

J28_Pin2_Pin4 (jumper off) 
J28_Pin1_Pin3 (jumper off) 

CMB 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Similar to the K2G setup, here are the connection details between the C5517 EVM and the CMB. Ensure that the SW4 dip switch and jumper settings  are correctly set on the C5517 EVM.Please also note that this setup only uses 6 mics on the CMB due to the limitation on the number of I2S lines on the C5517.We will now take a closer look at the software environment for the audio preprocessing demos.



Software components & dependencies 
Software components: 

• K2G Processor SDK RTOS v3.03 
Located at C:\ti\processor_sdk_rtos_k2g_3_03_00_00\demos\audio-preprocessing 

• C55x Chip Support Library (CSL) v3.07 
Located at C:\ti\c55_lp\c55_csl_3.07\c55xx_csl\demos\audio-preprocessing\ 
 

Dependencies: 

• DSP components: AER 17.0.0.0 (C64P/C55x) 
Beamforming (BF) 
Adaptive Spectral Noise Reduction (ASNR) 
Dynamic Range Compression (DRC) 

• VOLIB 2.1.0.1 (C64P, C66x, C55x) 
 Multi-Source Selection (MSS) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lets now look into the software packages that contain the audio preprocessing demos.The K2G processor SDK RTOS package has the k2G audio preprocssing demo starting with version 3.03. The same applies to the C55x CSL where the C5517 audio preprocessing demo is included starting with version 3.07Both these demos can be found at the path specified here.Note that there are various dependent components that are part of the AER and Voice LIB packages which would also need to be included in the build. We will cover the setup of the build environment, later.



Software demonstrations 
• K2G (C66x) Processor SDK RTOS package: 

– The real-time demo takes the inputs from the mic array puts them through 
BF+ASNR+MSS+DRC and outputs to the headphones. 

– The File IO demo processes audio data fed from a file. Good for simulating. 
– The loopback demo puts the raw input from the mics to the headphones directly without 

processing. 
 

• Chip Support Library (C55x): 
– The real-time demo takes the inputs from the mic array puts them through 

BF+ASNR+MSS+DRC and outputs to the headphones.  
– The loopback demo puts the raw input from the mics to the headphones directly without 

processing. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Both the K2G and C5517 demos contain a real-time demo that takes in audio from the CMB, does the beam forming, ASNR, MSS and DRC before outputting the processed audio via the headphone jack.There’s also a file IO demo that takes in audio data via a file and outputs the processed data back to a file. This demo is ideal for simulating the audio preprocessing without external hardware. Please note that the File IO demo only applies to K2G.The loopback demos in both packages are typically used to check the function of the individual microphones, 2 at a time. The selected microphones for the loopback can be manipulated in the code.



Software tuning 
Tuning knobs in the software: 
• ASNR parameters: Signal delay, frequency band boundary, max attenuation, max signal update 

rate, noise threshold, noise hangover. 

• Filter coefficients are located in sysbfflt.c. These are values attained from the BF GUI tool. 

• Number of microphones used 2, 4 ,6 and 8. This is restricted by the number of available audio 
input channels (McASP, I2S), MIPS, and memory. 

• Individually analyze clean (from BF) or unclean audio (directly from the array). These are fed to 
either the left or right channels. The sides can also be flipped. 

• Loopback mode to test individual microphone functionality. 

• Codec gain settings can be manipulated as needed. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The audio preprocessing software contains a few software knobs to enable the user to manipulate various tuning parameters, depending on the end application. ASNR parameters such as signal delay and so on can be changed in the code.The filter coefficients as discussed earlier can also be modified.An important feature in the audio preprocessing software is the ability to easily manipulate the number of microphones in the setup. This feature is especially important for customers wanting to quickly scale their end application depending on the number of mics.The processed and unprocessed audio can also be analyzed individually by listing to either the Left or Right channels. The channels can also be flipped around as desired in the software.Loopback mode in the demos are a great way to test the individual microphones in the array. This coupled with the ability to manipulate the codec gain settings provide a great way to adjust microphone settings as needed, while bypassing the preprocessing algorithms.



How to specify the number of mics in software? 
• #define NUM_OF_MICS parameter in codec_pcm186x.h. 

• The NUM_OF_MICS parameter is manipulated in the same file in K2G and C5517. 

• C5517 supports a maximum of 6 mics due to the hardware limitation on I2S line availability. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As discussed earlier, the number of microphones in the system can be easily changed in the codec_pcm186x.h file by manipulating the NUM of Mics macro. Note that the C5517 only supports 6 mics in total due to the limitation in I2S lines.



Setting up build environment for K2G demos 
• Download and install the Processor SDK K2G RTOS package. Default location is C:\ti. 

• Ensure that all the components installed as part of the SDK are registered with CCS. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Manipulate C:\ti\pdk_k2g_1_0_5\packages\pdksetupenv.bat if not using the default installation 
location. The key changes are the CCS and PRSDK installation paths. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We will now take a look at how to build the real time demos for K2G and C5517 in a windows machine. The K2G demo is built using gmake on the command line. The C5517 demo is built in CCS by importing projects into the CCS workspace. We will cover what this looks like later.For the K2G demo, ensure that the Processor SDK RTOS package components such as the PDK are registered in CCS. We will not cover Processor SDK related environment setup since it is not in the scope of this segment. However, please see the link at the end of this presentation on setting up, and building the processor SDK RTOS package. The pdksetenv.bat file would typically need to be manipulated if your CCS and Processor SDK installation is not installed at C:ti\



K2G: AER and VOLIB software installation 
Install AER and VOLIB alongside the Processor SDK RTOS K2G installation location. By default this 
is at C:\ti 
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AER (CPU rev 3) 
http://software-dl.ti.com/libs/aer/latest/index_FDS.html 
  
VOLIB (CPU rev 3) 
http://software-
dl.ti.com/sdoemb/sdoemb_public_sw/volib/latest/index_FDS.h
tml  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In order to successfully build the demos on both platforms, its essential to have the dependent packages installed at the correct locations. Here, we are looking at the directory structure when AER and VOLIB are installed at the correct location alongside the Processor SDK RTOS package. 

http://software-dl.ti.com/libs/aer/latest/index_FDS.html
http://software-dl.ti.com/libs/aer/latest/index_FDS.html
http://software-dl.ti.com/libs/aer/latest/index_FDS.html
http://software-dl.ti.com/libs/aer/latest/index_FDS.html
http://software-dl.ti.com/sdoemb/sdoemb_public_sw/volib/latest/index_FDS.html
http://software-dl.ti.com/sdoemb/sdoemb_public_sw/volib/latest/index_FDS.html
http://software-dl.ti.com/sdoemb/sdoemb_public_sw/volib/latest/index_FDS.html
http://software-dl.ti.com/sdoemb/sdoemb_public_sw/volib/latest/index_FDS.html
http://software-dl.ti.com/sdoemb/sdoemb_public_sw/volib/latest/index_FDS.html


C55x: AER and VOLIB software installation 
Install AER and VOLIB alongside the C55x CSL installation location. By default this is at 
C:\ti\c55_lp 
Ensure that all the other components highlighted below are also installed in this directory. 
Download links can be found at the end of the presentation. 
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AER (CPU rev 3) 
http://software-dl.ti.com/libs/aer/latest/index_FDS.html 
  
VOLIB (CPU rev 3) 
http://software-
dl.ti.com/sdoemb/sdoemb_public_sw/volib/latest/index_FDS.h
tml  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The same applies to the C5517 CSL package. Ensure that the AER, VOLIB, BIOS, XDAIS and XDCTOOLS  are installed alongside the CSL root directory.Lets take a look at how to build and run the demos on both K2G and C5517.

http://software-dl.ti.com/libs/aer/latest/index_FDS.html
http://software-dl.ti.com/libs/aer/latest/index_FDS.html
http://software-dl.ti.com/libs/aer/latest/index_FDS.html
http://software-dl.ti.com/libs/aer/latest/index_FDS.html
http://software-dl.ti.com/sdoemb/sdoemb_public_sw/volib/latest/index_FDS.html
http://software-dl.ti.com/sdoemb/sdoemb_public_sw/volib/latest/index_FDS.html
http://software-dl.ti.com/sdoemb/sdoemb_public_sw/volib/latest/index_FDS.html
http://software-dl.ti.com/sdoemb/sdoemb_public_sw/volib/latest/index_FDS.html
http://software-dl.ti.com/sdoemb/sdoemb_public_sw/volib/latest/index_FDS.html


Building and running K2G real-time demo 
 Setenv.bat in PRSDK. 

 Building K2G RT demo. 

 Running the demo in CCS. 

 Capture of audio and analysis in Audacity 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this segment we take a look at the K2G realtime audio preprocessing demo.We will assume that the K2G Processor SDK RTOS package and CCS v6.1.3 are installed at C:ti\. Also ensure the AER and VOLIB packages are installed at the correct locations as covered previously.Navigate to the processor SDK RTOS package as seen here and run the setenv.bat file. This will setup the build tools environment.Next, navigate to the build directory of the real-time demo.Do a gmake cleanFollowed by a gmake all. At this point the demo build process will begin. Please note that this build can take several minutes, so lets cut to the chase for the sake of time.Once the build completes. The K2G Beamforming Realtime binary will be populated in the build directory as seen here. This binary can now be run on the C66x core on the K2G EVM.Assuming that the CMB is connected, let see how you would load and run the demo. We will not cover CCS setup content in this segment, however, please see the getting started with CCS link at the end of this video. In CCS, launch the target configuration for the K2G EVM. Connect to the C66x core ensure that a GEL file is loaded on the core.Navigate to the location of the K2G_bf_rt.out binary we built previously, and load it on the core. CCS symbols will also get loaded  which will allow for setting breakpoints in the code to further examine the behavior of the demo.Hit resume and at this point the demo will start running.In this case we have the Line out from the EVM connected to a PC line in. We will launch Audacity and see the audio output from the demo. Here we can see the Left channel with the clean audio and the Right side with unclean audio. This can be recorded and split into Left and Right channels in order to listen to each channel separately. This provides a great way to analyze the processed and unprocessed audio quality.



Building and running 5517 real-time demo 
 Capture of importing & building C5517 RT demo. 

 Capture of running the demo in CCS 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We will now take a look at building the realtime Beam forming demo for the C5517 platform.Download and install the C55x CSL package from the link mentioned at the end of this video. We will assume that the CSL package is installed at the default c55x_lp location. Prior to building the demo, ensure that the AER and VOLIB packages are installed at the correct locations as covered in a previous section.In the CCS workspace go to Project and Import CCS projects. Now, navigate to the CSL root folder and select the realtime demo and the dependent projects, atafs bios drv lib and c55xcsl LP.Ensure that the csl_general.h file in the c55x CSL LP inc folder has the correct platform macro defined for the C5517 EVM. Prior to building the demo, ensure the c55x CSL LP libraries are rebuilt with the correct platform macro.That’s it! You are now all set to build the demo.Right click on the BF RT BIOS project and hit build project. O oh, why are we seeing this compilation error? Ah I see, silly me, I did not include the dependent packages such as AER and the other covered previously, installed alongside the CSL installation. Lets fix that now by copying over the relevant packages.That should do the trick. Lets rebuild the project.Ok, there we go, it built successfully.Lets launch a C5517 target configuration and connect to the core with a GEL file loaded.Next, load the BF RT BIOS .out binary on the core and hit resume.At this point the demo will start running and will be putting out the processed and unprocessed audio via the P9 headphone jack on the C5517 EVM.The audio can be analyzed in the same manner as seen for the K2G demo.This completes this segment which covered the basics of beamforming, design tools, hardware and software used to demonstrate realtime audio preprocessing, on the K2G and C5517 platforms.If you have any questions on running these demos, please use TI’s e2e forums for assistance.Thank you for watching. 



For more information 
• Software downloads: 

– Processor SDK RTOS for K2G: http://software-dl.ti.com/processor-sdk-rtos/esd/K2G/latest/index_FDS.html 
– C55x Chip Support Library (CSL): 

http://software-dl.ti.com/dsps/dsps_public_sw/dsps_swops_houston/C55X/latest/index_FDS.html  
– BIOS 5.42.02.10: 

http://software-dl.ti.com/dsps/dsps_public_sw/sdo_sb/targetcontent/dspbios/5_42_02_10/index_FDS.html  
– AER: http://software-dl.ti.com/libs/aer/latest/index_FDS.html  
– VOLIB: http://software-dl.ti.com/sdoemb/sdoemb_public_sw/volib/latest/index_FDS.html  

• RTOS Software Developer Guide: Building The SDK: 
http://processors.wiki.ti.com/index.php/Processor_SDK_RTOS_Building_The_SDK  

• Code Composer Studio (CCS) Training: http://processors.wiki.ti.com/index.php/Category:CCS_Training  

• Audacity® Audio analysis tool: http://www.audacityteam.org/  

• CMB 3D printer stand-off file: http://software-dl.ti.com/public/download/CMB_Enclosure.zip 

• For questions about this training, refer to the E2E Community Forums: http://e2e.ti.com  
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http://software-dl.ti.com/processor-sdk-rtos/esd/K2G/latest/index_FDS.html
http://software-dl.ti.com/dsps/dsps_public_sw/dsps_swops_houston/C55X/latest/index_FDS.html
http://software-dl.ti.com/dsps/dsps_public_sw/sdo_sb/targetcontent/dspbios/5_42_02_10/index_FDS.html
http://software-dl.ti.com/libs/aer/latest/index_FDS.html
http://software-dl.ti.com/sdoemb/sdoemb_public_sw/volib/latest/index_FDS.html
http://processors.wiki.ti.com/index.php/Processor_SDK_RTOS_Building_The_SDK
http://processors.wiki.ti.com/index.php/Category:CCS_Training
http://www.audacityteam.org/
http://software-dl.ti.com/public/download/CMB_Enclosure.zip
http://e2e.ti.com/
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